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Session Overview
In this session, we will explore REST and RESTful Web services.
Such Web services are designed according to Web rules, and are
different from the typical WS-* Web services that most people are
more familiar with.

REST, as we shall discuss, is about a uniform CRUD interface to
resources, whereas the WS-* approach is about domain-specific
interfaces to services.

In this session, we will focus on explaining what REST means, and
on illustrating the concepts and benefits of RESTful Web services,
with examples.  We won't be smoking anything, but perhaps we'll
turn a few people into RESTafarians.

PLEASE ASK QUESTIONS!  
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The WS-* Landscape

http://www.innoq.com/soa/ws-standards/poster/
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Simon Says
“WS was the reaction of the CORBA crowd to the web: complex and
over-engineered.  I believe [REST] is all people will be using in a few
years, apart for custom build infrastructure within bounded
environments.

The problem with remote method invocation across business
boundaries is it requires a level of functional interdependencies
between business units that is unreasonable to assume.  The more
semantics associated with a data object the riskier it gets.  Even in
trading communities the semantic richness needs to be watched.

It's very, very hard to get people to agree data structures, let alone
their semantics and to get them to agree all that and codify it as an
object architecture seems brittle beyond belief.

My prescription back in 1997 for objects inside organisations and XML
between them has become WS-* within a business function and REST
between business functions.” – Simon Phipps
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What REST Is (And Is Not)
REST is not “the web way of doing RPC”

REST requires you to rethink the nature of the communication
between your endpoints.

REST uses a hierarchical structure to refer to resources.

REST uses a common interface to resources.

REST is about creating and moving “representations” of
resources across the network.

The client indicates what type of representation it is sending, and
what type(s) it will accept as a response.

The server indicates what type of representation it is providing as
a response.

A great resource is the REST Wiki: http://rest.blueoxen.net

A nice little Java and AJAX example:
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/webservices/library/ws-restajax/index.html
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A Car at REST

A car has properties
Color, VIN, Mileage, Manufacturer, etc.

A car has subcomponents
Radio, Engine, Tires, Gas Pedal, Break Pedal, etc.

Each of these subcomponents also has properties.

With REST, each (sub-)component has a
URI, and can receive commands to set its
properties, get its properties, add a sub-
component, and be deleted.

The command interface is uniform across all
resources.
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Car Resources

A possible hierarchical mapping:
Cars: /cars

A Car: /cars/{id}

A Car component: /cars/{id}/<component>

The common interface:

Create

Retrieve

Update

Delete
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A Bank Example

A possible hierarchical mapping
/account/{id}

/user/{id}/accounts/<type>

/account/{id}/transactions

/account/{id}/transactions/{id}

/account/{id}/transactions/batches/{id}

The common interface:
Create

Retrieve

Update

Delete
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What Is REST?

REST = Representational State Transfer

REST is the invention of Dr. Roy T. Fielding,
Ph.D., Chief Scientist of Day Software, Principal
Author of the HTTP 1.1 Specification, Co-Founder and Past
Chairman of The Apache Software Foundation, Chairman of the Apache
HTTP Server Project, Designer of Waka
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waka_%28protocol%29), Member of the initial OpenSolaris Board,
…, OK you can stop reading now.

REST is the subject of Roy’s Ph.D. Dissertation
• http://www.ics.uci.edu/~fielding/pubs/dissertation/top.htm

REST is a Software Architectural Style.  REST is
not a Software Architecture.

• Huh?  OK, I’ll let Roy explain…
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Software Architecture Research

A software architecture is an abstraction of the run-time elements
of a software system during some phase of its operation.  A system
may be composed of many levels of abstraction and many phases of
operation, each with its own software architecture.

A software architecture is defined by a configuration of architectural
elements — components, connectors, and data — constrained in their
relationships in order to achieve a desired set of architectural properties.

A configuration is the structure of architectural relationships among
components, connectors, and data during a period of system run-time.

An architectural style is a coordinated set of architectural
constraints that restricts the roles/features of architectural elements
and the allowed relationships among those elements within any
architecture that conforms to that style.

A style can be applied to many architectures

An architecture can consist of many styles

Slide courtesy of Roy T. Fielding, used with permission.
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The Web’s Architecture

Roy refers to architecture as being one level
of abstraction above implementation.

The architecture of the Web consists of the
following elements:

Universal Resource Indicator (URI): one identifier
standard for all resources

HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP): a standard
protocol

HTML, XML, etc.: common representation formats
for resources
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Architectural Styles
Architectural Styles are one abstraction level above
Architecture

two abstraction levels above implementation

that’s one too many for most folks

An architectural style is a set of constraints
unfortunately, constraints are hard to visualize

Consider the real world and Civil Engineering…
Impl: There is water next to the conference hotel, all the time.

Arch: The Sihl river flows next to the conference hotel

Style: Channel water into stable river flows for flood control

In Software, our “laws of physics” are information and social
theory

Which can make it very hard to decide on constraints

And very easy for a fool to break them by mistake

Slide courtesy of Roy T. Fielding, used with permission.
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REST Constraints
REST is an architectural style, with the following constraints
documented by Roy:

Uniform Interface

• Resources are identified by only one resource identifier mechanism.

simple, visible, reusable, stateless communication

• Access methods (actions) mean the same for all resources (universal semantics).

layered system, cacheable, and shared caches

• Manipulation of resources occurs through the exchange of representations.

simple, visible, reusable, cacheable, and stateless communication

• Actions and representations are exchanged in self-descriptive messages.

layered system, cacheable, and shared caches

Hypertext as the engine of application state

• Each response contains a partial representation of server-side state

• Some representations contain directions on how to transition to the next state

• Each steady-state (page) embodies the current application state

simple, visible, scalable, reliable, reusable, and cacheable network-based applications
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REST Rationale
Maximizes reuse

Uniform resources having identifiers

Visibility results in serendipity

Minimizes coupling to enable evolution

Uniform interface hides all implementation details

Hypertext allows late-binding of application control-flow

Gradual and fragmented change across organizations

Eliminates partial failure conditions

Server failure does not befuddle client state

Shared state is recoverable as a resource

Scales without bound
Services can be layered, clustered, and cached

Simplifies, simplifies, simplifies

Slide courtesy of Roy T. Fielding, used with permission.
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Benefits and Tradeoffs of REST
Constraints

Client-Server Model

Pro:

• Decouple UI from Server

• Simplify Server

Stateless

Pro:

• Simplify Server

• Improve Scalability and Reliability

Con:

• Less Efficient

Optional Caching

Pro:

• Improves Performance

• Improves Efficiency

• Improves Scalability

Con:

• Less Reliable Content

Uniform Interface
Pro:

• Decouples Implementations

• Improves Ability to Evolve

• Improves Visibility (don’t need
special code to access)

Con:
• Less Efficient

Layering
Pro:

• Improves Caching

• Facilitates Load Balancing

• Improves Scalability

• Simplifies Clients

Con:
• Increases Latency

Extend Client w/ Downloaded Code
Pro:

• Simplifies Clients

• Improves Extensibility

Con:
• Reduces Visibility (need the code)
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Summary of REST Benefits

Maximizes Reuse of Resources

Minimizes Coupling

One common interface to resources

Messages describe provided and
acceptable representation type(s),
facilitating evolution

Facilitates caching, scalability and fail-
safety.
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Adoption and Challenges
Despite having drunk the WS-* Kool-Aid, more recently, IBM
and the rest of the industry have come to recognize the true
value of REST, which has increasing hype of its own.

But … REST has challenges, too.

For almost 7 years, Roy stayed relatively silent on REST, allowing
a lot of misleading if not outright wrong information to be
associated with his brainchild, including by its advocates, much
less its detractors.

The toolset for REST development is not yet as mature as for
simple WS-I compliant Web services.

Doing REST is not the easiest approach, and it requires re-learning
for many programmers, since it differs from their daily techniques.

So we’re going to try to lay out what REST is in simple(r)
terms, and try to get you started correctly.

But keep in mind that REST is neither, in Roy’s own words,
“the only architectural style” nor about “the one true
architecture.”

Remember the constraints that define REST
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REST – It’s How the Web Works

REST is based on simple principles:

We address resources by URI

• URI elements should be nouns (resources) not verbs
(actions)

We use HTTP 1.1 (RFC 2616) properly

• One consistent resource interface: CRUD

• But I have never seen a CGI script that does what POST
is supposed to do, and in fact, seen doPost and doGet

documented as similar, when they are fundamentally
different!

• So perhaps it is more proper to say that REST is how the
web is supposed to work.
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HTTP 1.1 And CRUD Mapping

There is a direct mapping between the HTTP 1.1
methods and the classic CRUD operations:

HTTP POST Create

HTTP GET Retrieve

HTTP PUT Update

HTTP DELETE Delete

This is almost directly out of RFC 2616, but so very
few people have ever even read it.

There are other HTTP methods that you might use,
but these are the basics, and the ones that we shall
discuss.
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HTTP POST
HTTP POST is our means to create new resources.

The HTTP Specification documents the correct behavior:

The POST method is used to request that the origin server accept
the entity enclosed in the request as a new subordinate of the

resource identified by the Request-URI.

The action performed by the POST method might not result in a
resource that can be identified by a URI.  In this case, either 200
(OK) or 204 (No Content) is the appropriate response status,
depending on whether or not the response includes an entity that
describes the result.

If a resource has been created on the origin server, the
response SHOULD be 201 (Created) and contain an entity
which describes the status of the request and refers to the
new resource, and a Location header.

So … anyone seen this behavior actually done?
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HTTP PUT
HTTP PUT is our means to update an existing resource,
although its behavior isn’t entirely pure, as noted below.

The HTTP Specification documents the correct behavior:

The PUT method requests that the enclosed entity be stored under
the supplied Request-URI.  If the Request-URI refers to an
already existing resource, the enclosed entity SHOULD be

considered as a modified version of the one residing on the
origin server.  If the Request-URI does not point to an
existing resource, and that URI is capable of being defined
as a new resource by the requesting user agent, the origin
server can create the resource with that URI.  If a new
resource is created, the origin server MUST inform the user agent
via the 201 (Created) response.  If an existing resource is
modified, either the 200 (OK) or 204 (No Content) response codes
SHOULD be sent to indicate successful completion of the request.
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HTTP POST vs. HTTP PUT
Since the HTTP PUT method is not purely an update, and can
result in resource creation, what is the difference between it
and the HTTP POST method?

RFC 2616: “The fundamental difference between the POST and
PUT requests is reflected in the different meaning of the
Request-URI.  The URI in a POST request identifies the
resource that will handle the enclosed entity.  In contrast, the
URI in a PUT request identifies the entity enclosed with the
request.”  (slightly redacted from the actual text)

This is a fairly significant difference.  The URI used with POST
identifies a handler resource, whereas the URI used with PUT
identifies the resource, itself.
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HTTP PUT & HTML <FORM>
Oddly, the HTML 4 <form> element only accepts GET and POST

for methods.

So I asked:

• Q: Why isn't there a method=PUT for a form that is intended to modify

an entity?

• A: There was, but unfortunately it was removed from HTML4 due to
concern that it might be too hard to document. It is specified again in
Web Forms 2:
http://www.whatwg.org/specs/web-forms/current-work/

The point is that there really is sound theory about how the web is
supposed to work.  It isn’t a conceptually difficult theory, but we
need to understand that theory, and how things are supposed to
work, in order to gain the true benefits of the web.  REST requires
a mind-shift, and even people working on web standards can
make mistakes.  The mistake with HTML 4 makes it hard to use a
browser as a fully functional REST client.  We need help to send
the missing methods.
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HTTP GET
HTTP GET is our means to retrieve resources.

The HTTP Specification documents the correct behavior:

The GET method means retrieve whatever information (in the
form of an entity) is identified by the Request-URI.

Some behavior is designed to reduce traffic and support client
caching of the content:

• The semantics of the GET method change to a “conditional GET” if the
request message includes an If-Modified-Since, If-Unmodified-
Since, If-Match, If-None-Match, or If-Range header field.

• The semantics of the GET method change to a “partial GET” if the
request message includes a Range header field.

• A partial GET requests that only part of the entity be transferred, as
described in section 14.35 of RFC 2616.
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HTTP DELETE
HTTP DELETE is our means to delete a resource.

The HTTP Specification documents the correct
behavior:

The DELETE method requests that the origin server delete
the resource identified by the Request-URI.

A successful response SHOULD be 200 (OK) if the response
includes an entity describing the status, 202 (Accepted) if
the action has not yet been enacted, or 204 (No Content) if
the action has been enacted but the response does not
include an entity.

This is perhaps the simplest of the methods to
understand and use.
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URI and Query Strings
Consider these two URIs:

http://mydomain.tld/stuff?parameter=values

http://mydomain.tld/stuff/parameter/values

Although they might semantically identify the exact same underlying
object, the URIs are different, and they may not be treated the same.

Implementations that map using only URI path components, but not
query parameters, may dispatch to a different resource handler.

Many HTTP caches avoid caching when the URI has query parameters.

Consider the semantic structure represented by the URI:
URI path components provide a hierarchical structure

Query strings are unordered, non-hierarchical

For these reasons, using query strings where you mean to represent a
hierarchical structure, as in the following examples:

http://localhost/users?UID=Noel

http://localhost/news?group=HTTP

is a poor URI design.  Instead, the hierarchies could be represented as:
http://localhost/users/Noel

http://localhost/news/newsgroup/HTTP
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URI and HTML Forms
Another issue is caused by using query strings with
HTML <form>.

Recall that the method attribute can have values of
GET and POST.  When the GET method is used with a

form, all form fields are encoded as query string
parameters.  When the POST method is used, the

parameters are encoded in the body of the request.

Consider the implications, since the resulting URI
identifies the resource according to REST.
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Representations
The requester and responder have to agree on the
representation(s) of the resource they will
exchange.

The Accepts header describes the acceptable

representation formats in preference order.

The Content-Type header describes representation being

transmitted.

As you come to understand REST, you will come to
understand some of the portions of the HTTP
Specification that have previously seemed unused,
such as STATUS codes 201 (Created), 406 (Not
Acceptable), 409 (Conflict), etc.
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The Car Example - Create
POST /cars

Request body
provides a
representation of the
new car.

Response provides a
201 Status and a
Location header
providing the URI of
the new car
resource.

Car car =

CarFactory.newCar

(…);
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Modify Radio
PUT /cars/{id}/radio

Request body provides a
representation of the
specified car’s (new)
radio.

Response provides a 201
Status and a Location
header providing the URI
of a new radio, or
200/204 if the radio was
only modified.

if (car.getRadio()

!= null) {

car.getRadio().setSt

ation(…);

car.getRadio().setVo

lume(…);

} else {

car.setRadio(new

Radio(…));

}
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Give It The Gas
PUT /cars/{id}/gaspedal

Request body provides a
representation that sets the
gas pedal state.

Response provides 200 or
204 status.

car.getGasPedal().set(…);
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Where Is It Now?
GET /cars/{id}

Response body provides a

representation of the car.

• We’ll look in that
representation for the
“location” property.

Repeated GET requests
might provide updated
state, since the gas pedal is
still depressed.

REST does not represent a
hierarchical database.  The
application has semantically
linked the state of the gas
pedal with the location of

the car.

car.getLocation();
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A Few Other Examples
GET /cars

Response body provides
a representation of the
known cars, including a
URI for each.

GET /cars/{id}

Response body provides
a representation of a
specific car.

GET /cars?color=blue

Response body provides
a representation of cars
whose color is blue,
including a URI for each.

Car[] cars = … ?

What is the entity
that would know
about cars?  REST is
predicated on a
resource hierarchy.
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SOA versus REST?
The fact that this question comes up so often, really indicates
widespread misunderstanding of the core rationales for SOA and
REST.  Brought to their essences, rather than hype and unconstrained
excess, SOA and REST are compatible and complementary.

SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) really needs to be understood as
a Business Process Oriented Architecture.  The Service in SOA is a
Business Service.

Business Processes, formally described and executable, should be the
focus when establishing SOA in the enterprise.

Business Processes orchestrate interactions across Services.

The real issue isn’t SOA versus REST, but SOAP versus REST.  Today,
BPEL understands Services to be WS-* (SOAP) Web services.  As
BPEL evolves, e.g., to support WSDL 2.0, REST can easily become
part of the Business Process environment.

See: “Developing Web Services Choreography Standards – The Case of REST vs. SOAP” by
Michael zur Muehlen, Jeffrey V. Nickerson, and Keith D. Swenson.

REST is about a uniform CRUD interface to resources

WS-* is about domain-specific interfaces to services
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Sanjiva Speaks
“REST has clearly given a great architectural foundation for the Web.
However, [a] question comes whether REST provides a better
foundation for application to application interaction than what WS-*
does.

People have of course used the Web for application to application

integration for many years.  But is that really REST or just using the
infrastructure of the Web?  It’s of course the latter:  The reality is that
it’s mostly people shipping XML documents back and forth over HTTP
or, in less complex cases, using HTTP GET to send data and get
responses back.  That's just not REST as there's no well-designed
resource structure.”

– Sanjiva Weerawarana (Co-author: WSDL, BPEL4WS, WS-

Addressing, WS-RF, WS-Eventing, Apache SOAP, Apache Axis, …)

Fair Point.  We don’t get REST just by using HTTP, POX and URLs.
REST is an architectural style.
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Roy Fields The Issues
“The fact of the matter is that most CGI scripts are not HTTP compliant.  Most CGI scripts, in
fact, provide interfaces to applications that suck.  [People should realize] that if the CGI script is
written such that it behaves like a proper Web interface, then it won't suck.  The point is to
describe to developers the ways in which an interface can be better implemented on the Web.
REST is not the easiest way to provide an interface on the Web.  In fact, doing it right
requires fairly sophisticated software.  CGI makes life easy for programmers.  REST-
like operation makes life easy for users and content maintainers.

The problem with SOAP is that it tries to escape from the Web interface.  It deliberately attempts
to suck, mostly because it is deliberately trying to supplant CGI-like applications rather than
Web-like applications.  It is simply a waste of time for folks to say that "HTTP allows this because
I've seen it used by this common CGI script."  If we thought that sucky CGI scripts were the
basis for good Web architectures, then we wouldn't have needed a Gateway Interface to
implement them.

In order for [SOAP] to succeed as a Web protocol, it needs to start behaving like it is part of the
Web.  That means, among other things, that it should stop trying to encapsulate all sorts of
actions under an object-specific interface.  It needs to limit its object-specific behavior to those
situations in which object-specific behavior is actually desirable.  If it does not do so, then it is
not using URI as the basis for resource identification, and therefore it is no more part of the Web
than SMTP.”
– Roy T. Fielding, Inventor of REST and Principal Author of HTTP 1.1.
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Sanjiva Admits WS Flaws and
REST Benefits

“There are key features of HTTP as a transfer protocol that are very valuable.  The current
crop of WS-* middleware hasn't done a superb job of figuring out how to maximize using
those.  If you look at WSDL 2.0 you'll see that we've sorted out the idempotent & safety
aspects.  The REST folks should look at the HTTP binding of WSDL 2.0 that really does
give a very clean way to describe RESTful (and non-RESTful!) HTTP services.  WADL gets
many of its ideas from WSDL 2.0 and, other than for NIH, I can't think of many reasons
why [WADL advocates] wouldn't use and improve WSDL 2.0.

A lot of the criticism of WS-* comes from people who continue to look at SOAP as a
distributed object communication mechanism.  SOAP 1.1 certainly had those traits (with
SOAP-RPC and SOAP Encoding) but SOAP 1.2 has lost those totally and same for WSDL –
1.1 had RPCness built in but with 2.0 it’s not in the least.

The real question is whether resource oriented architectures and service oriented
architecture are one and the same.  I assert that they're not:  given a distributed systems
problem one can develop solutions using either approach and the artifacts that result
would be radically different.  True REST applications are resource oriented.  WS-* is used
to implement service oriented architectures.  So it’s not that one's wrong and the other is
right, but rather that they're different.” – Sanjiva

See also: http://www.w3.org/TR/2006/CR-wsdl20-adjuncts-20060327/#http-binding
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Is REST Really in Use?
“Amazon.com provides both REST and WS-* interfaces, and finds that
85% of developers use the REST interface, whereas only 15% choose
the SOAP interface.” (http://www.oreillynet.com/pub/wlg/3005)

Yahoo:

http://developer.yahoo.com/search/

• http://developer.yahoo.com/python/python-rest.html

• http://developer.yahoo.com/dotnet/howto-rest_cs.html

Flickr:

Look for REST at http://www.flickr.com/services/api/

YouTube:

http://www.youtube.com/dev_rest

Pete Lacey documents that REST is even “totally sweeping Microsoft”,
its products and development offerings.

http://wanderingbarque.com/nonintersecting/2007/05/14/the-beginning-of-the-end/

Subversion repositories everywhere!
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But Are They Really REST?
Again, a fair question, reflecting back not only on Sanjiva’s and Roy’s
comments, but also on others.

“Non-RESTful POX services are more accessible than SOAP services, but
they don't exhibit the desirable characteristics associated with RESTful
resources.”
 – Anne Thomas Manes, How NOT to do RESTful Web Services
(http://atmanes.blogspot.com/2007/06/how-not-to-do-restful-web-services.html)

• Previously, Manes has been a pro-WS-* analyst (Pete Lacey is the pro-REST
analyst) at the Burton Group.

Analysis of aforementioned interfaces is left as an exercise for the reader,
but let’s examine the principles of REST.

As I previously noted, Roy has expressed concern about there being a lot
of incorrect information about REST being disseminated, even by those
who claim to understand it.  I put a lot of effort into trying to provide an
introductory presentation on REST that would pass muster with Roy, and
still have a lot to learn.  Please try to make sure that whatever you are
being taught matches the concepts I’ve presented, particularly those
directly quoting Roy.  If they don’t, find out why not.  None of us wants to
be the “Expert” from Annie Hall to Roy’s Marshall McLuhan.
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Coding Your REST Service
Java

Java Servlets – one problem that we have to work around is that the Servlet API conflates request
body parameters with those in the query string.  Remember: those must be treated differently!

Implementing RESTful services: http://www.bloglines.com/blog/sanjiva?id=227

AXIS2: http://ws.apache.org/axis2/0_94/rest-ws.html

JAX-RS (JSR-311) is being developed to provide a Java API for RESTful Web services.

• http://weblogs.java.net/blog/mhadley/archive/2007/02/jsr_311_java_ap.html

• http://weblogs.java.net/blog/mhadley/archive/2007/08/comments_on_jsr.html

• http://developers.sun.com/docs/web/swdp/r2/tutorial/doc/p34.html

“Restlet”: http://www.restlet.org/

Microsoft.NET Project Astoria: http://astoria.mslivelabs.com/

IBM Project Zero: http://www.projectzero.org/

Python

http://webpy.org/

http://www.cherrypy.org/

• See http://aspn.activestate.com/ASPN/Cookbook/Python/Recipe/444766

It’s HTTP!  Roll your own, e.g.:

http://www.xml.com/pub/a/2004/12/01/restful-web.html

http://snipplr.com/view/2584/python-rest/

http://www.xml.com/pub/a/2006/01/25/scripting-flickr-with-python-and-rest.html

And the beat goes on …
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Related Sessions
REST

REST in Peace – Rajith Attapattu

Atom: From Blogging to Data – Scott Davis

AXIS

Quickstart Axis2/Java: From Newbie to SOAP Guru – Deepal Jayasinghe

Real World Axis2/Java: Highlighting Performance and Scalability – Deepal
Jayasinghe
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Known “Good” Examples

Subversion

Subversion is a RESTful Web service.

The resources are the elements of the
source repository

WebDAV servers
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JAX-RS (JSR-311)
@UriTemplate("widgets")

@ConsumeMime("application/widgets+xml")

@ProduceMime("application/widgets+xml")

public class Widget {

@HttpMethod(GET)

public String getAll() {…}

@HttpMethod(GET)

@ProduceMime(“text/html”)

public String getAll() {…}

@HttpMethod(GET)

@UriTemplate(“{widgetid}”}

public Representation getWidget(@UriParam("widgetid") String id)
{

String replyStr = getWidgetAsXml(id);
return new StringRepresentation(replyStr, "application/widgets+xml");

}

@HttpMethod(PUT)

@UriTemplate(“{widgetid}”}

public void updateWidget(@UriParam("widgetid") String id, Representation<Source> update)
{

updateWidgetFromXml(id, update);
}
@HttpMethod(POST)

@ProduceMime(“text/html”)

public String createWidget(Representation<Source> newWidget)

{

return createWidgetFromXml(newWidget);

}

}
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Sun’s Calculator Demo

But is this REST?
@UriTemplate("/number1={num1}&number2={num2}")

@ProduceMime("text/plain")

public class Calculator {

@HttpMethod("GET")

public String add( @UriParam("num1") int number1,

   @UriParam("num2") int number2)

{

int sum = number1 + number2;

return new String(Integer.toString(sum));

}

}
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A Sample REST Servlet

This demo consists of the following
parts:

A skeleton REST servlet.

For simplicity of testing:

• A JSP page to submit HTTP requests.

• A reusable servlet filter to inject HTTP methods
that HTML 4 <FORM> won’t let us submit.
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Questions?

Thanks for coming. 

Please turn in the session evaluation.
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